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year, the Soviet leadership is now running half-blind in

The danger of general war is actually accelerating at

respect to major developments in the world - since

this moment, in direct consequence of British operations.

IMEMO and the Arbatov institute are controlling intelli

What is building up is a new, Soviet-linked "rejection

gence channels providing the Soviet leadership with

front" aimed at creating a new permanent division

overview of Western Europe and North America.

within the Middle East, which London hopes to control

To a very large degree, the Warsaw Pact is currently a

with aid of its manipulation of the duped Soviets. What

duped puppet of British intelligence in operations against

London is actually doing to the Soviets is to set into

Western Continental Europe and the United States. This

motion that specific potentiality of Soviet Oblomovism

is aided by British influence inside the U.S. command

which leads into general war under the kinds of deterior

such as Blumenthal, Eizenstat, Schlesinger, and Brze

ated world conditions British influence is generally tend

zinski, who manipulate U.S. policy to the effect of

ing to create.

pushing Moscow deeper into London's embrace.
For example, recently Soviet KGB networks have
moved toward support of terrorist groups, including the
Polisario, which are the clearest-cut cases of British
covert operations, and in no sense genuine movements
partially infiltrated by British agents. The "Black
consciousness" movement in southern Africa, for ex
ample, is a British intelligence operation coordinated out
of the London Institute of Race Relations, which is a
British-created intelligence operation run under joint
operations

with

the

U.S.-based

Institute

for

Policy

Studies and its Netherlands, Transnational Institute
conduit. (The London base of Amnesty International, and
similar features of the World Federalist movement ought
to attract prudent counterintelligence attention by non
British agencies.)

A vailable Options
Naturally, there will be a stiff fight inside the United
States against the Miller nomination and related atro-.
cities., Once the fight is won, the U.S. dollar will rise
toward its proper value. The problem Europe, Japan,
and other sectors have at this moment is that of prevent
ing a temporary collapse of the dollar from engendering
permanent chaos and lasting deep world depression.
London proposes that the only choice for the nation is
between the dollar llnd the British pound as the key
monetary instrument with the bubble-brained proposal
of the International Monetary Fund's Special Drawing
Rights (SDRs) still kicked forward occasionally. That,
happily, is not the limit of alternatives. Given the deter
iorating condition of the international economy of the
United Kingdom, a British pound has the long-term

Brzezinski and Dayan
The "Arab Rejection Front" is an entity manipulated

content in sight of toilet paper. The remedy is for Con

from within by ancient British intelligence "Sunni" net

tinental Europe and Japan to immediately establish a

works. The special feature of this front, the Popular

firm "snake" agreement based on gold at market price,

Front for the Liberation of Palestine of Dr. Habash and

and to establish centralized hard-commodity credit insti

British terrorist agent "Carlos," is a straight British

tutions for providing well-regulated credit markets.

intelligence

operation.

That

understood,

certain

mysteries of the current negotiations evaporate.
Moshe Dayan is

working

directly with Lazardian

The crucial strategic advantage of such an immediate
measure is that such a step will cause the collapse of the
City of London's position.

British conhections against Menahem Begin. His highest

Fighting off London's terrorists one by one must, in

placed collaboration inside the U.S. comes from Z. Brze

some cases, be done. However, the only effective way to

zinski. Hence, now, Dayan's forces are promoting PFLP
terrorist attacks against Israel and propeace Arabs, as
one part of the efforts to disrupt the negotiations. Habash

put an end to the entire array of evil is to strike the octo

pus in th e vital center. Crush the City of London and
London's reason for continuing its evil games ends.

and Dayan are in fact in a bloody tactical alliance on this

Strike the center and the limbs will variously wither or

specific issue.

be easily chopped up.

Manic London Says Fed Shift
'Makes No Difference;'
Even as the impact of the joint Bundesbank-Federal.
'
Reserve action to bolster the dollar was pushing the

program

pound back from the heights it had reached earlier in the

orientation of civilization toward "whole new patterns of

week, the British press was manically claiming that a

living" based on negative levels of economic growth.

British banker, would be to take the lead in promoting a
of

lower

energy

consumption

and

a

re

sterling-led empire system was still an established fact

Amid the "New Empire" hysteria, the London Times

of political life, while the U.S. - with no effective

even offers a call for the Soviet Union to decentralise its

leadership in key economic posts - was "effectively
finished as a world power."

economy and the return of the land to the peasants.
With the humbling of both the U.S. and the Soviet

temporary palliative , the press said. The only way the

life" in European institutions, such as NATO and the

U.S. could possibly redeem itself, according to one

european Economic Community which would effectively

The U.S. decision to support the dol � ar is only a

Union, the British would then be free to breathe "new
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fall under British leadership.

adaptation of whole patterns of living and working, away
from energy intensive goods, services and patterns, and

"U.S. Past Its Peak"

towards low-energy ones.

"The U.S. is past its peak of pre-eminence. It is at its
end as a power. There is no candidate yet to replace the

"Living With Strong Pound"

u.s .... Maybe the U.S. population will decide to re

Financial

industrialize ... But this will be the first time that such a

Pound."Jan. 3:

coup would be pulled off...

Times,

editorial

"Living

With

a

Strong

It now seems virtually certain that the strong rise in

Regarding the central bank intervention announced to
bolster the dollar, the bankers said this would "make no

sterling during our undeclared national holiday was not
simply an accident due to the weakness of the dollar....

fundamental difference." The U.S. would only be ac

Companies which are anywhere near an interntional

cepting debt denominated in foreign currencies and this

standard of efficiency should still do well. for even at its

would further serve to demonstrate its status as an

present level, the exchange rate leaves British real

impoverished nation indebted to the wealthy nations of
Europe, who loan their currencies for short-term

wages low by comparison with our main competitors....

stabilization purposes. In the U.S., there is basically a

sterling could produce the kind of consequences already

If the dollar situation does not stabilise, the pressure on

"crisis of leadership." The dollar is in a "free fall," and

seen in

this will stop only when "confidence exists."

margins so severe as to demoralise industry entirely and

Japan and Germany:

a

pressure on profit

cause a collapse of investment.
"Why No One Wants Dollars"
London Times, editorial. "Why No One Wants Dollars."
Jan. 4:
The President confuses monetarists and Keynesian
economists alike ...the confusion is the apparent actions
of the Administration is no more than a reflection of the
confusion, many would say the bankruptcy of ideas

which

pervades the economic

establishment of the

United States... (there is) no dominant intellectual figure
in the Federal Reserve or at the head of the Treasury or
as Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, or as
head of the Office of Management and Budget, or
elsewhere in the White House.... American domestic
policy is open to charge of irresponsibility in its failure to

Britian Should "Initial a New Spirit"
London Times article by Lord Cromer (former Governor
of the Bank of England and associated with the British
banking family of Baring Brothers), Jan. 3:
It is once again within Britian's power by leadership
backed out of performance to instill into NATO a new
spirit of life to counter the flagging resolve to which we
have over the last decade or so contributed so ex
cessively .... The European Community, if it is to mean
anything in a world dominated by superpowers, needs a
European Community capital market and it is essential
to such a market that Britian forms an integral part...

come to terms with energy.... The truth is that any
package which does not use the full rigor of the price
mechanism

to

reduce

consumption

and

increase

"If I Were Supreme Ruler of All the Russias"

domestic supply will not be facing up to the magnitude of

London Times, Sir John Lawrence (chairman of the
Great-Britian-USSR Association). "If I Were Supreme

the problem...

Ruler of All the Russias. "Jan. 3:

"Carter Must Bring Nil Growth
The Guardian, quoting an article by oil consultant Alan
Parker in Lloyd's Bank Review. Jan. 4:

glad to tell the Soviet Government what to do... First of

I am one of those numerous people who are always
all I should introduce reforms in agriculture by which a
peasant family could acquire an indefeasible right to

(If the Carter Administration fails to introduce new

farm an adequate holding for 15 years... I would give

awareness of its responsibilities to curb energy use)

peasants who availed themselves of the offer a free hand

large jumps in the relative price of energy will set off a

in how

world spiral of cost inflation, curbing of living standards

produce.... I would not touch the state ownership of big

they cultivated the

land

and marketed its

wage inflation.... The necessary process of adjustment to

business, but I would decentralize its administration... I

less energy-intensive patterns will be compressed into a

would encourage artisans and small traders on a small

short space of time which will also be a period of nil

scale... I would not abolish the KGB but I would cut their

growth and perhaps social unrest... If disaster is to be

budget progressively... I would be content to rehabilitate

avoided... the consuming world's energy growth must be

Bukharin

checked... (What is needed is) a "long-term continuing

leadership - the 1920s - ed.).
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(Britain's top penetrating agent of Soviet

